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Features
 1080p at 25fps 

 HD-SDI

 Low light 0.02 Lux  
 (Sens-up)

 Motion Detect

 Mirror Function

 Privacy Masking

 Wide Dynamic Range

 Mounting Bracket Included

 NiteDevil™ HD

Specification

1/3” 2.1 Megapixel 

1080p 25fps / 720p 50fps

0.02 Lux (Sens-up)

62x Digital Zoom

+50dB S/N Ratio

1V p-p 75 ohms

12V DC  150mA

On Screen Display

Wide Dynamic Range

Auto Backlight Function

Privacy Masking

Motion Detect

38mm x 35.5mm

Options Available

PART CODE DESCRIPTION

CAM351 HD 4.5mm Cone Pinhole

CAM250 700TVL 3.6mm Board Lens

CAM251 700TVL 3.7mm Flat Lens

CAM252 700TVL 3.7mm Cone Lens

HD Covert Module with OSD for Mirror, 
Privacy Masking & Video Motion Detect functions. 

The NiteDevil HD covert camera module has on screen display for mirror, privacy & motion 
detect functions. The light sensitivity of the NiteDevil is so good that it can retain a colour 
picture in very low light conditions making it ideal for dark and low light applications, and 
its small size is perfect for covert operations. (includes a FREE fixing bracket)
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NiteDevilTM HD Covert Module with OSD
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All specifications are approximate. NiteDevil.com reserves the right 
to change any product specifications or features without notice. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that these instructions are 
complete and accurate, NiteDevil.com cannot be held responsible 
in any way for any losses, no matter how they arise, from errors 
or omissions in these instructions, or the performance or non-
performance of the equipment that these instructions refer to.

Other Products To Consider

Covert 
Microphone lead

CCT627

Visit the user friendly site: 
www.nitedevil.com

CAM350
HD 3.7mm Board Lens

38mm x 35.5mm

In order to pick the right lens for the right location, it 
is useful to understand the main differencesin CCTV 
lenses.

	 •	 Fixed Iris Lens - the lens can not be adjusted to 
alter the amount of light that it lets  
  through to the camera.

	 •	 Manual Iris Lens - by manually adjusting the “Iris 
Ring” on the lens, you can alter the amount of light that 
is let through to the camera.

	 •	 Auto Iris Lens - the lens and the camera work together to continuously and 
automatically optimise the amount of light allowed through to the camera by 
controlling the lens’ iris using a small electric motor built into the lens. Auto iris lenses 
come in 2 types:- video and direct drive.

For more information on Video Drive Lenses, Direct Drive Lenses, Which lenses should be 
fitted externally? Which lenses should be fitted internally? Electronic Iris and Angles of 
View, see our online tip 138.

Useful Lens TIPS

For a printable version of “Useful Lens Tips...” 
see the online tip 138 at nitedevil.com   138
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